WHEN IT COMES TO YOUR WRANGLER, NOT ALL PARTS AND ACCESSORIES ARE CREATED EQUAL. AS THE OFFICIAL SERVICE, PARTS AND CUSTOMER CARE PROVIDER FOR THE JEEP ® BRAND, ONLY MOPAR ® PARTS AND ACCESSORIES CAN ENSURE THE PROPER FIT, FINISH AND FUNCTIONALITY. THAT’S BECAUSE THEY’RE ENGINEERED TO SPECIFICATIONS OF THE SAME PEOPLE WHO DESIGNED YOUR VEHICLE. WHEN YOU CHOOSE MOPAR, YOU CONFIRM YOUR VEHICLE’S STANDARDS WITH COMPLETE CONFIDENCE.

NOW TO ASCEND ABOVE THE RANTS AND MISCONCEPTIONS, IT’S TIME TO HEIGHTEN YOUR PROUD JEEP BRAND CARE FOR YOUR VEHICLE. OUR CERTIFIED TECHNICIANS ARE TRAINED TO KNOW YOUR VEHICLE BEST, AND OUR MOPAR EXPRESS LANE SERVICE DEPARTMENTS ARE SET UP TO GET YOU IN AND OUT QUICKLY. FROM PARTS AND ACCESSORIES TO EXPERT SERVICE AND MORE, ALWAYS BE SURE TO CHOOSE MOPAR. LEARN MORE AT MOPAR.CA.

VEHICLE ABOVE FEATURES SATIN BLACK GRILLE, SATIN CARBON OFF-ROAD WHEELS, RUBICON ® STEEL THREE-PIECE FRONT BUMPER, GRILLE AND WINCH GUARD HOOP, WINDSHIELD MOUNTING LIGHT BRACKETS, 5-INCH OFF-ROAD LIGHT KIT, JEEP ® PERFORMANCE PARTS ROCK RAILS, FENDER FLARES, LED HEADLIGHT KIT AND PAINTABLE HARDTOP.

VEHICLE ON COVER FEATURES SATIN BLACK GRILLE, GRILLE AND WINCH GUARD HOOP, LIGHT MOUNTING BRACKET, 7-INCH OFF-ROAD LIGHT KIT, FENDER FLARES AND RUBICON STEEL THREE-PIECE FRONT BUMPER.

WE BUILT IT. WE KNOW IT.
WITH JEEP ® PERFORMANCE PARTS, IT'S EASY TO MAKE YOUR WRANGLER EXTRA SPECIAL AND ATTENTION-GRABBING. THESE HARD-CORE PRODUCTS ARE SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED TO ENHANCE THE OFF-ROAD PERFORMANCE OF 4WD JEEP ® BRAND VEHICLES. FROM BUMPERS TO AXLES, FROM SUSPENSION TO THE ALL-NEW, IMPRESSIVE LED OFF-ROAD LIGHT KITS, THESE EXTREME PARTS HAVE BEEN CRAFTED TO MEET THE NEEDS OF OFF-ROAD ENTHUSIASTS WHO DEMAND THE VERY BEST IN CAPABILITY AND STYLE. THE MOPAR ® OFF-ROAD DIVISION CONTINUES TO DEDICATE ITS FULL ATTENTION TO DEVELOPING THIS LINE OF SERIOUS COMPONENTS THAT OFFER UNIQUE STYLE AND EXCEPTIONAL FORTITUDE TO TRAVEL TO PLACES THAT TRAIL-RIDING ENTHUSIASTS CONTINUE TO DREAM OF REACHING.

ENHANCE YOUR DREAM MACHINE WITH CUSTOM JEEP ® PERFORMANCE PARTS

A. 2-INCH LIFT KIT WITH FOX® SHOCKS .(1) Kit is completely engineered by, tested, and approved by the Mopar ® Off-Road team to be the best solution for your Wrangler. Includes 2.5-inch-diameter aluminum body monotube FOX® Shocks for cooler operation, increased articulation and tire-to-ground contact. The longer front control arms optimize caster for improved handling. The included heavy-duty front and rear brake rotors are engineered for high heat capacity. The parts are easy to install as no driveshaft or brake line replacements are required. Kit comes in a reusable Jeep ® Brand wooden crate.

B. BIG BRAKE KIT. Upgrade your braking system to complement larger wheels and tires. Kit includes heavy-duty brakes, front and rear calipers, rotors, pads and front hoses, and is the same as the Rubicon ® production brake kit.

C. FRONT RUBICON CRATE AXLE.

D. REAR RUBICON CRATE AXLE.

PERFORMANCE 44 AXLES. (Not shown). Made in the USA and built strong for hardcore Jeep ® Wrangler off-roaders. High-strength features include AdvanTEK ® Gear technology that reduces gear set packaging with more strength and durability, allowing for a condensed carrier and improved ground clearance. Chromoly 4340 axle shafts, thicker quarter-inch steel bracket mounts, thicker 9.5-mm tubes and upgraded 1410 U-Joints also increase trail durability. A nodular iron differential cover provides extra ribbing for strength and increases overall rigidity. The high-clearance carrier design adds an additional half-inch of ground clearance, and an expanded range of gear ratios (4.56, 4.88, 5.13 and 5.38) helps accommodate for a variety of tire sizes. The direct bolt-in axle assembly allows use of OEM components and provides a “plug and play” experience. Includes electronic differential lockers already installed.

NEXT-LEVEL CAPABILITY

(1) It works with Electronic Stability Control, although unique alignment specifications are required.
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A. TUBE DOORS (1) Enjoy the breeze and sun while adding the feeling of security. Mopar® Tube Doors are constructed of 2-inch round steel tubes. Sold as a two door kit and four door kit.

B. WRANGLER SNORKEL. Directs cool air into the engine when driving through conditions that threaten normal air inlets. The snorkel is designed to fit air boxes on 2.0L and 3.6L gasoline engines.

C, D. COLD AIR INTAKE SYSTEM. Features Jeep®PerformanceParts logo and reusable Black and Silver drop-in filter. Draws fresh air from outside vehicle into hood cut-out to increase engine performance. Includes bezel to finish cut-out. Bezel shown in D.

MOULDED ROCK RAILS. Constructed of heavy-gauge steel to help absorb impact and protect lower bodyside panels while off-roading.

E. RUBICON® ROCK RAILS. Made of Black, powder-coated steel and are the same as production Rubicon® Rock Rails.

F. JEEP® PERFORMANCE PARTS ROCK RAILS. Designed to meet the demands of the off-roader and provide added vehicle body protection. They are fabricated using zinc-coated steel for superior corrosion resistance and roll-formed. The outer surface is e-coated and then DuraBull®-coated (truck bedliner coating), providing superior protection and durability.

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

(1) Do not drive your vehicle on public roads with the doors removed as you will lose the protection they can provide. This procedure is furnished for use during off-road operation only. All occupants must wear seat belts during off-road operation with doors removed.
**MAP OUT YOUR STRATEGY**

**MODIFY FROM THE ROAD UP**

A. CENTRE HIGH-MOUNT STOP LIGHT (CHMSL) RELOCATION KIT. Allows you to add a 35-inch or larger tire on the spare tire mount and move the CHMSL to the center of the spare tire. Can be used with the Oversized Spare Tire Carrier and/or Tailgate Reinforcement System. Guided by Factory System | **MOD-32**

B. OVERSIZED SPARE TIRE MODIFICATION KIT. Mounts to the swing gate and is adjustable to hold non-production tires and wheels up to 37 inches. Carrier is painted a corrosion-resistant Black finish. Requires Tailgate Reinforcement System, sold separately. Guided by Factory System | **MOD-32**

C. TAILGATE REINFORCEMENT SYSTEM. Allows for larger tires to be mounted on the swing gate. Reinforcement is powder-coated Black and works with production hinge for easier installation. Must be used with the Oversized Spare Tire Modification Kit, sold separately. Guided by Factory System | **MOD-32**

**LARGER TIRES**

Whether you’re in the mud or on the rocks, beefy off-road tires are designed to give you a better off-road experience.

**LARGER WHEELS**

Just like thick tires better connect to the terrain, off-road wheels help improve handling, acceleration, braking, traction and steer. Wider wheels can accommodate larger tires and offset for clearance to the body/frame.

**HIGHER FENDER FLARES**

Higher fender flares keep larger tires from coming in contact with the factory fender flares during articulation.

**2-INCH LIFT KIT**

A 2½” lift kit is good enough to help your Jeep® better navigate on-road obstacles without major modifications. Available for Two Door or Four Door vehicles. Made in the U.S.A. Guided by Factory System | **MOD-2S**

**WARNING:**

Adding bigger tires and wheels to your Wrangler can require additional modifications. Be sure you understand how equipment upgrades will affect other components and carefully plan out your build.

**ADDITIONAL ACCESORY REQUIREMENTS:**

- Tailgate Reinforcement System
- Oversized Spare Tire Carrier
- CHMSL Kit (optional for 35-inch tire on spare)

**ACCESSORY REQUIREMENTS:**

- Tailgate Reinforcement System
- Oversized Spare Tire Carrier
- CHMSL Kit (optional for 35-inch tire on spare)

**ADDITIONAL ACCESSORY REQUIREMENTS:**

- Tailgate Reinforcement System
- Oversized Spare Tire Carrier
- CHMSL Kit (optional for 35-inch tire on spare)
When heading off-road, it may be prudent to increase the utility and strength of your Wrangler, especially the Front and Rear bumpers. You’ll add vital protection, improve approach and departure angles, as well as increase your ability to manoeuvre through tight spaces. Be sure you understand how equipment upgrades will affect other components and carefully plan out your build.

A. Off-road Light Kits. These military-grade, commercial Off-Road Light Kits provide an exceptionally bright, fully illuminating light source needed for safe off-road driving. Each light kit includes two LED lights, light covers and wiring harnesses. The cast aluminum housing ensures proper heat dissipation and long-term durability. They are also vibration-, shock- and EMC-tested. Kits contain two LED lights, light covers and wiring harnesses. Wiring harness includes pigtail with ground eyelet and blunt cut circuit for power connection.

- 5-Inch Off-Road Light Kit (Not shown)
- 7-Inch Off-Road Light Kit (Not shown)

B. Light Mounting Brackets. These military-grade, commercial Off-Road Light Kits provide an exceptionally bright, fully illuminating light source needed for safe off-road driving. Each light kit includes two LED lights, light covers and wiring harnesses. The cast aluminum housing ensures proper heat dissipation and long-term durability. They are also vibration-, shock- and EMC-tested. Kits contain two LED lights, light covers and wiring harnesses. Wiring harness includes pigtail with ground eyelet and blunt cut circuit for power connection.

- 5-Inch Off-Road Light Kit (Not shown)
- 7-Inch Off-Road Light Kit (Not shown)

C. Grille and Winch Guard Hoop. Designed to protect vehicle’s winch and grille. Each kit includes two LED lights, light covers and wiring harnesses. The cast aluminum housing ensures proper heat dissipation and long-term durability. They are also vibration-, shock- and EMC-tested. Kits contain two LED lights, light covers and wiring harnesses. Wiring harness includes pigtail with ground eyelet and blunt cut circuit for power connection.

- 5-Inch Off-Road Light Kit (Not shown)
- 7-Inch Off-Road Light Kit (Not shown)

D. Rubicon Steel Bumpers, Front. Steel-reinforced and winch-capable. Removable ends allow conversion to a high-clearance, narrow-profile bumper. Choose from long or short configurations. They are also vibration-, shock- and EMC-tested. Kits contain two LED lights, light covers and wiring harnesses. Wiring harness includes pigtail with ground eyelet and blunt cut circuit for power connection.

- Three-piece assembly
- One-piece assembly

E. Front Bumper Skid Plate. Designed to fit under the front bumper and is the same as the production Rubicon X Skid Plate. For use with the production steel or winch bumper only. (Not shown)

F. Rubicon Steel Bumper, Rear. Rear off-road bumper, same as production. Includes tow hooks and must be used with the production Rear Bumper Kit. (Not shown)

G. Rubicon Hood Package. Same as the production Rubicon Hood Package. For use with the production Rubicon Hood. (Not shown)

H. Rubicon Hood Package. Same as the production Rubicon Hood Package. For use with the production Rubicon Hood. (Not shown)

I. Rubicon Hood Package. Same as the production Rubicon Hood Package. For use with the production Rubicon Hood. (Not shown)

J. Rubicon Hood Package. Same as the production Rubicon Hood Package. For use with the production Rubicon Hood. (Not shown)

K. Rubicon Hood Package. Same as the production Rubicon Hood Package. For use with the production Rubicon Hood. (Not shown)

L. Rubicon Hood Package. Same as the production Rubicon Hood Package. For use with the production Rubicon Hood. (Not shown)

M. Rubicon Hood Package. Same as the production Rubicon Hood Package. For use with the production Rubicon Hood. (Not shown)

N. Rubicon Hood Package. Same as the production Rubicon Hood Package. For use with the production Rubicon Hood. (Not shown)

O. Rubicon Hood Package. Same as the production Rubicon Hood Package. For use with the production Rubicon Hood. (Not shown)

P. Rubicon Hood Package. Same as the production Rubicon Hood Package. For use with the production Rubicon Hood. (Not shown)

Q. Rubicon Hood Package. Same as the production Rubicon Hood Package. For use with the production Rubicon Hood. (Not shown)

R. Rubicon Hood Package. Same as the production Rubicon Hood Package. For use with the production Rubicon Hood. (Not shown)

S. Rubicon Hood Package. Same as the production Rubicon Hood Package. For use with the production Rubicon Hood. (Not shown)

T. Rubicon Hood Package. Same as the production Rubicon Hood Package. For use with the production Rubicon Hood. (Not shown)

U. Rubicon Hood Package. Same as the production Rubicon Hood Package. For use with the production Rubicon Hood. (Not shown)

V. Rubicon Hood Package. Same as the production Rubicon Hood Package. For use with the production Rubicon Hood. (Not shown)

W. Rubicon Hood Package. Same as the production Rubicon Hood Package. For use with the production Rubicon Hood. (Not shown)

X. Rubicon Hood Package. Same as the production Rubicon Hood Package. For use with the production Rubicon Hood. (Not shown)

Y. Rubicon Hood Package. Same as the production Rubicon Hood Package. For use with the production Rubicon Hood. (Not shown)

Z. Rubicon Hood Package. Same as the production Rubicon Hood Package. For use with the production Rubicon Hood. (Not shown)
BRIGHTLY ILLUMINATE MORE OF THE ROAD AND TRAIL AHEAD. LED LIGHTING KITS CAN EASILY BE WIRED TO WRANGLER’S AVAILABLE NEW AUXILIARY SWITCH BANK.

OFF-ROAD LIGHT KITS. These kits let you go anywhere and add extra visibility. These military grade, commercial Off-Road Light Kits provide a fully illuminating light source needed for safe off-road driving. Each light kit is water submersible and pressure washer capable. The cast aluminum housing ensures proper heat dissipation, maintaining brightness. They are also vibration, shock and EMC-tested. Wiring harness includes pigtail with ground eyelet and blunt cut circuit for power connection.

A. 5-INCH OFF-ROAD LIGHT KIT.
- 4,800 Lumen
- 82215385AB

B. 7-INCH OFF-ROAD LIGHT KIT.
- 8,000 Lumen
- 82215386AB

C. WINDSHIELD MOUNTING BRACKETS. Allow for mounting of off-road lights to the body. Brackets attach to existing holes on the A-pillar cowl area. Brackets are steel with a black, e-coat finish.
- 82215427

D. BUMPER-MOUNT LIGHT BRACKETS. Allow for mounting of off-road lights to the front bumper. Brackets mount to frame rails. Compatible with production, Rubicon® steel and Mopar® Off-Road Bumpers.
- 82215428

E. LIGHT MOUNTING BRACKETS. Allow for mounting of round 5-inch or 7-inch lights to the Grille and Winch Guard Hoop. Kit includes brackets for mounting round 5-inch or 7-inch lights.
- 82215729

AUXILIARY SWITCH BANK. Includes switches, Power Distribution Centre (PDC), bracket, wiring harness, cubby bin, tie straps and splice kit. Fits all new Jeep® Wrangler Sport or Sahara® only.

F. CHROME SWITCH BANK TRIM.
- 82215798AB

G. BLACK SWITCH BANK TRIM.
- 82215190AB

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.
THE 2019 WRANGLER ARRIVES READY AND WILLING TO BE OUTFITTED TO REFLECT YOUR PERSONALITY AND LIFESTYLE. THIS IS AN EXCITING OPPORTUNITY TO TAKE TO THE ROADS AND TRAILS IN A FREEDOM MACHINE OF YOUR DREAMS: THE ONE THAT IS PERSONALIZED AND ENHANCED EXACTLY TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS. WITH HUNDREDS OF PARTS TO TRANSFORM YOUR JEEP® WRANGLER, MOPAR® OFFERS A WIDE VARIETY OF ACCESSORIES CRAFTED SPECIFICALLY FOR THE JEEP® WRANGLER. YOU WON'T WORRY IF YOUR PART WILL FIT OR THE COLOUR WILL MATCH—WHEN YOU GO WITH QUALITY, AUTHENTIC ACCESSORIES BY MOPAR, YOUR TIME AND EFFORT IS ALWAYS REWARDED. THAT'S BECAUSE YOU'RE INSTALLING EQUIPMENT DESIGNED BY ENGINEERS WHO KNOW THE EXACT SPECS AND REQUIREMENTS OF YOUR JEEP® WRANGLER. THE PERFECT FIT AND FINISH OF EVERY MOPAR ACCESSORY WILL GO THE DISTANCE BECAUSE EVERY ONE IS MADE TO LAST.

AUTHENTIC JEEP® BRAND ACCESSORIES
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PREMIUM ACRYLIC

SUNRIDER® PREMIUM ACRYLIC SOFT TOP. Opt for this soft top when your off-roading takes you where extreme weather is a dominating factor. Dark interior material with dobby backing design.

BLACK WITH DOT-APPROVED WINDOW TINT.
- [ 82215147 – Two door ]
- [ 82215146 – Four door ]

TAN WITH DOT-APPROVED WINDOW TINT.
- [ 82215914 – Four door ]

BLACK WITHOUT WINDOW TINT.
- [ 82215916 – Four door ]

SUNRIDER BLACK VINYL SOFT TOP. Light interior material.

WITH DOT-APPROVED WINDOW TINT.
- [ 82215806 – Two door ]
- [ 82215805 – Four door ]

WITHOUT WINDOW TINT.
- [ 82215915 – Four door ]

SAFARI-STYLE DESIGN. All passengers will enjoy plenty of fresh air but also full sun coverage.

SPRING-ASSISTED ZIPPERLESS DESIGN. Glides forward-to-back on a rail system for one-handed operation.

SUNRIDER FLIP-BACK DESIGN. Front-seat passengers will enjoy the sun shining in.

FEATURES

STANDARD VINYL

SUNRIDER BLACK VINYL SOFT TOP. Light interior material.

WITH DOT-APPROVED WINDOW TINT.
- [ 82215147 – Two door ]
- [ 82215146 – Four door ]

WITHOUT WINDOW TINT.
- [ 82215914 – Four door ]

SUNRIDER BLACK VINYL SOFT TOP.

LIGHT INTERIOR MATERIAL.

WITH DOT-APPROVED WINDOW TINT.
- [ 82215806 – Two door ]
- [ 82215805 – Four door ]

WITHOUT WINDOW TINT.
- [ 82215915 – Four door ]

HARDTOPS

STANDARD HARDTOP. Features tinted glass, anti-squeak shockback, glued English, rear wiper, and 2-tone finish (was single color finish).

BLACK TEXTURED HARDTOP.
- [ 82215140 – Two door ]
- [ 82215142 – Four door ]

PAINTABLE HARDTOP.
- [ 82215141 – Two door ]
- [ 82215143 – Four door ]

HARDTOP HEADLINER. Helps blend all components of roof assembly and a factory road or off-road appearance.

A. MESH SUN BONNET. Helps protect your eyes from the sun while allowing the open-air feel.
- [ 82215389 – Two door ]
- [ 82215390 – Four door ]

B. SUN BONNET. Preserves the open-air feel while providing protection from the sun with durable, high-quality soft-top material. Available for hardtop (without door frame).
- [ 82215391 – Two door ]
- [ 82215392 – Four door ]

ADD-ONS

APPLICATIONS

PREMIUM ACCESSORIES

PUTTING MORE ON TOP
A. TAILGATE TABLE. (1) Durable metal table fashioned after the iconic Jeep® grille includes mounting hardware for easy attachment to backside of trim panel. Not available for vehicles equipped with the Trail Rail™ System. [82215416]

B. MODULAR LIGHTWEIGHT LOAD-CARRYING EQUIPMENT (MOLLE) BAGS. (1) Attach to the MOLLE grid system on the back of the Rubicon® seats. Kit includes set of three bags, each with attachment ties in 1 of 4 positions at the bottom of the bags. [82215429]

C. CARGO NET. (1) Black nylon net fastens to tie-down loops to help keep loose items secure. [82215379]

D. CARGO TUB. Provides additional storage underneath the floor. Removable, lightweight and easy to clean for use in family-sized picnics and camping. [82215669AB – Gas] [82215670AB – Diesel]

E. KATZKIN® LEATHER INTERIORS. Handcrafted and professionally designed leather-trimmed interior options. Shown in Black featuring the Jeep grille with Light Tungsten contrast stitching and perforated leather centre panels. Ask your retailer for more information. [82215656AB – Cloth Seats]

F. MOULDED CARGO TRAY. Protects your carpet and leather seats from mud, dirt, grease and grime. Constructed from a durable skid resistant rubber and moulded to fit the exact contours of the cargo area. Kit includes the cargo tray and a seatback cover to protect the back of your leather seats. Features the Jeep Brand logo and removes easily for cleaning. The cloth seat version includes an additional carpeted gap hider with metal mounting brackets. [82215185AC – Leather Seats]

G. TWO DOOR. [82215200AC]

H. FOUR DOOR. [82215201AC]

ALL-WEATHER FLOOR MATS. High-traction, non-skid backing provides maximum coverage and protection against water, salt, sand, mud and grime. Available in Black and feature a terrain-style design and corresponding Jeep Brand logo. The front mats are designed to fill the entire area of your floor drains to allow for draining without removing the mat. Each rear features ribbed backing and premium rubber to hold the mat in place.

I. TWO DOOR. [82215202AD]

J. FOUR DOOR. [82215203AD]

K. REAR SEAT DOG PARTITION. (1) Black, durable nylon net fastens to tie-down loops to restrict your pet to the cargo area. Black, durable nylon net fastens to tie-down loops to restrict your pet to the rear of the vehicle. [82215378]

L. PET KENNEL. (1) Securely in vehicle using four fastening straps. Access front and rear doors. [82213729AB]

(1) Properly secure all cargo.

AUTHENTIC ACCESSORIES
A. REMOVABLE ROOF RACK KIT
- Allows quick and easy installation and provides maximum tire clearance.
- Accommodates tires up to 31" in diameter.

B. ROOF-TOP UPRIGHT BIKE CARRIER
- Carries one bike locked by the frame with both wheels secured.

C. ROOF-TOP FORK-MOUNT BIKE CARRIER
- Carries one bike securely by the front fork and rear wheel.

D. ROOF-TOP FREIGHT BIKE CARRIER
- Also available for the 7" step.

GEARED TO GO

A. REMOVABLE ROOF RACK KIT
- Allows quick and easy installation and provides maximum tire clearance.
- Accommodates tires up to 31" in diameter.

B. ROOF-MOUNT SKI AND SNOWBOARD CARRIER
- Holds up to six pairs of skis, four snowboards or a combination of the two.

C. ROOF-TOP CARGO CARRIER
- Adds valuable storage space and provides easy accessibility to all your gear.

D. ROOF-TOP UPRIGHT BIKE CARRIER
- Carries one bike locked by the frame with both wheels secured.

E. ROOF-TOP FORK-MOUNT BIKE CARRIER
- Carries one bike securely by the front fork and rear wheel.

FREE FAST SHIPPING
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17-INCH SILVER OFF-ROAD WHEEL
12-mm offset allows for larger tires.

17-INCH SATIN CARBON OFF-ROAD WHEEL
12-mm offset allows for larger tires.

17-INCH BLACK OFF-ROAD WHEEL
12-mm offset allows for larger tires.

17-INCH PRODUCTION HORIZON WHEEL WITH UNIQUE BETTER ARM CHORD [
RUGGED]

17-INCH PRODUCTION BEADLOCK WHEEL WITH BEAUTY RING [
FUNCTIONAL]

17-INCH PRODUCTION WITH BEAUTY RING [
FUNCTIONAL]

Spare Tire Covers
Personalize and protect!

Mopar® offers a variety of themed designs for your Jeep® Wrangler
Spare Tire Cover.

AUTHENTIC ACCESSORIES
A. HOOD LOCK KIT®(1) Keeps your engine compartment safe from intrusion. The lock is the same as production and is keyed to your ignition key.

B. HITCH RECEIVER .(2) This Class 2 Hitch Receiver has a 1,588-kg (3,500-lb) towing capacity with 159-kg (350-lb) tongue weight capacity. It requires no trimming or cutting of the rear bumper or fascia when installing and is the same as the production hitch. The Jeep ® Hitch Receiver Cover is also included.

C. JEEP ® HITCH RECEIVER COVER. Protects vehicle's hitch opening from the elements, includes a retention strap and features the Jeep ® Brand logo.

D. HITCH RECEIVER WIRING HARNESS .(2) Harness includes a seven-/four-way connector to enable trailer stop, turn, Reverse, park lights and brake circuit to IP and B+ circuit. Kit includes harness, module, tie straps, connector and loose in-line connector.

E. BALL MOUNT ADAPTER .(2) Designed for a 2-inch Hitch Receiver.

F. HITCH BALL, CHROME .(2) Forged steel with a Chrome finish.

G. TENT KIT. Attaches to rear of vehicle or stands alone. 3.0 m x 3.0 m (10' x 10') in size, 2.1 m x 1.8 m (7' x 6') screened room available. Includes carrying case for easy storage.

H. STAINLESS STEEL. [82215396AB]

I. BLACK PLASTIC. [82215394]

J. SIDE STEPS. Provide function and style. Feature textured pads, to prevent slipping, that extend from the front wheel to rear wheel and are the same as the production side step version.

K. BLACK. The extruded Black aluminum material provides corrosion resistance, and the steps are e-coated and powder-coated to offer superior protection and durability.

L. CHROME. Aluminum steps are polished and then chromed for durability and the classic beauty of a Chrome appearance.

M. SATIN CHROME. [82215122]

N. BLACK POWDER COAT. [82215123]

DOOR SILL GUARDS. Additional protection against scratches and scuffs. They feature an etched honeycomb background and Wrangler logo on the front door guards. Set of four.

DOOR SILL GUARDS. Additional protection against scratches and scuffs. They feature an etched honeycomb background and Wrangler logo on the rear door guards. Set of four.

TUBULAR SIDE STEPS. Add functionality and style. Side Steps are either aluminum painted Black or chromed aluminum, and feature molded steps to provide traction. These steps are designed to fit the factory side step pockets or to be installed to the underbody and the sill/pinch weld flange, utilizing the same brackets and hardware as the production side step versions.

D. FUEL-FILLER DOORS. Constructed from cast aluminum, featuring the Jeep ® Brand logo.

E. CHROME. [82215456]

F. BLACK. [82215457]

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

(1) Check provincial and local restrictions on installation and use.

(2) Check User Guide for hitch type, load capacity and heavy-duty equipment required. Do not exceed rated tow capacity of the vehicle as equipped. Trailer may require items not supplied by Mopar ®.
STYLE WITH SUBSTANCE

1941 SIDE BODYSIDE GRAPHIC.
A. TWO DOOR (82215731)
B. FOUR DOOR (82215732)

MOAB MOUNTAIN BODYSIDE GRAPHIC.
C. TWO DOOR (82215732)
D. FOUR DOOR (82215733)

E. 1941 HOOD GRAPHIC (82215734)
A. SATIN BLACK GRILLE. Enhances the rugged look of the Wrangler. Features the iconic seven-slot grille and Jeep® Brand logo.

B. GRAB HANDLES. Attach to the sport bar of the front or rear, and are made of steel with a sculpted overmould to fit your hand. Features the Jeep grille logo.

C. TOW STRAP KIT. Gives the tow vehicle extra leverage when extracting stuck vehicles. Comes with tow strap, steel clevis shackle, and heavy-duty branded bag.

D. PARKING COVER. Protects the interior from rain, dust, dirt and debris when the hardtop is off. Quick and easy to install.

E. SIDE WINDOW AIR DEFLECTORS. Reduce wind noise and allow windows to be open even during inclement weather.

F. FRONT AIR DEFLECTOR. Deflects road debris, dirt and insects away from the vehicle's hood and windshield. Comes with a Jeep® logo on the left side of the deflector.

G. HOOD LATCH. Uniquely designed for Mopar® featuring the Jeep® Willys logo. Comes in Silver.

H. MOULDED SPLASH GUARDS. Designed to provide excellent lower body protection by minimizing the spray of water, mud, snow and rocks. Fits front and rear wheel wells of the all-new Jeep® Wrangler Sahara® or Sport. Front Splash Guards do not fit vehicles equipped with Rock Rails.

I. FRONT END COVER AND HOOD COVER. Protect the front end and edge of the hood from bugs, dirt and road debris. Constructed of Black vinyl. Comes in Silver.

J. BEAUTIFUL AND FUNCTIONAL ACCESSORIES
VALVE STEM CAPS: Feature the Jeep® Brand logo and are available in the following colors:
A. SILVER. [82213628AB]
B. BLACK. [82214622]
C. WHEEL LOCKS. Include five lug nuts and a special-fitting key. [82215711]
D. MEDIA SCREEN PROTECTOR: Made of tough, clear, static-cling film. This anti-glare and scratch-resistant protector also provides increased clarity. It does not negatively affect the touchscreen accuracy and is removable with no damage to the media centre screen. Available for 8.4-inch and 7-inch touchscreen.
[82215337 – 8.4-inch][82215574 – 7-inch]
E. LOCKING FUEL CAP. Guards against theft or contamination of fuel. Includes quarter-turn locking gas cap and two keys.
[05278655AB][82215184 – Gas][82215418 – Diesel]
F. ROADSIDE SAFETY KIT. Includes safety reflector, first aid kit, emergency blanket, safety triangle, flashlight, jumper cables, safety flag, screwdrivers, pliers, two bungee cords and gloves.
[82213499]
G. CARGO TOTE. Features snap-in dividers for modular storage and the Jeep® Brand logo.
[82208566]
H. JEEP® PERFORMANCE PARTS BADGE. Premium-forged aluminum badge with black with silver image and text, featuring the Jeep Performance Parts logo against a gear-shaped background.
[82215764]
Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

REMOTE START™
Hit the ground running with the ability to start your vehicle from a distance with the touch of a button. The system operates seamlessly with your vehicle's factory security or remote start system.

REMOTE START
(2) Check provincial and local laws on the use of remote starters.

(1) Properly secure all cargo. (2) Check provincial and local laws on the use of remote starters.

For additional information, see the vehicle’s owner’s manual or consult with your vehicle’s factory-authorized security system provider.